Area: Siddharth Nagar
Date: 16/2/17

I and my group went to survey in Siddharth colony to collect certain information from the
BMC students. Me and my Partner Bushra attended 5 people houses as we interacted with
the people we got to know their certain problems they faced in BMC school. Some people
said that there is problem with the school teachers. Some said that school is not responding
good. Some said that the toilet problem are there. Some said that even the Mid‐Day Meal
given to the students were not satisfying. Some said the methodology is poor and the
classrooms are poor too. Even some parents found worm, stones, in the mid day meal.
Some people stay in rent house. They migrated from their native place to Mumbai for their
Economic Problems as well as they were not educated due to their parents did not allowed
or there were certain problems caused.
Date: 17/2/17
I and my co‐partner had done again the survey in Siddharth Colony we found more critical
cases where we saw more illiterate family, we saw that the mid day meal was not so
satisfactory and not so good. Students are not drinking water from the school. Parents are
not well treated by the teachers. Students don’t use toilets because it is very dirty and stinks
bad. And some parents said that one year back they found dead rat in the tiffin of the
students so they complaint the principal and the school was close for 1 month.
Date: 18/2/17
I observed that parents were not happy with school facilities like mid day meal. It was not so
satisfactory. The drinking water is so dirty and toilets are like very much dirty and there are
8‐6 members staying in the house. Some of the students are drop outs due to financial
problem they left the school in half part. As get to know that the some of the people don’t
have the toilets inside the house they have to pay and use the outside toilets.
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